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here's something you may not know about the playstation vita. sony not only released the
playstation vita this week, but they also released "big memory" firmware update 2.0 for the vita. the
new firmware has added support for webos-based touchscreen phones (like the evo4g and the high-
end blackberry bold 9000). the update also adds some other minor features, and eliminates a few

bugs. the big news is that it will now work with the playstation portable. it will also allow you to play
japanese games on the same firmware version of the vita. if you have a $199.99 vita, the same price

as the playstation portable, this update is probably worth it. in case you haven't noticed, the star
wars movies have been releasing one or two a month over the past two and a half years. with rogue
one gearing up to blast us into the final showdown between the rebellion and the empire, rogue one
game of the year edition launches on pc and mac on october 26th, with xbox one and ps4 coming

soon. as a special treat for movie lovers, there's also a special edition of star wars battlefront
available exclusively for ps4 and xbox one that includes never-before-seen footage and missions,
which can be downloaded from the xbt and xbla game stores. it's also worth noting that the visual
effects on the ps4 version of rogue one are slightly better than those on the pc and xbox versions.

we've mentioned before that one of the best games on the playstation vita ever made is out of print
now. yeah, it's time to admit that metal gear solid: mobile suit garmadon is no more. sure, the vita's

library continues to get better, but you can't just buy a collection that's not out of print and say
you've got the complete library. besides, it's no surprise mobile suit garmadon was released for a

handheld system. bandai namco still sees mobile as the way to go, just not without console-quality
graphics and deeper gameplay.
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one of my favorite japanese
horror games is available at

the moment for $15.00,
and it looks great on psn.

killstray dogs, a game
where you control a stray
dog with a gun, it's based

on four short stories
collected in the tokyo blue
manga (a manga that was

supposed to be released by
shogakukan, the same
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company that published
one piece and other big
franchises). four short
stories with about four
minutes of gameplay a
piece, these are pretty

good, especially if you are a
fan of horror, as i am. the

story was well written, and
the voice acting was better
than the average japanese
voice acting in games. i'd

say it's worth getting if you
are a fan of anime or

horror. a new arcade game
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is available in the ps store
this week. it's called bubsy
bubbas revenge, and here's

how gameloft describes
it:bubsy bubbas revenge –
bubsy, the adorable, four-
legged hero of the bubsy
franchise, is back! after a

long absence, bubsy
bubbas revenge is bursting

at the seams with a
supercharged arsenal and a

desire to exact revenge.
bubsy must rise to the
challenge and set off to
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take back his beloved
bubbsy world, and

hopefully find some clues
on how to recover his

beloved diamond. there will
be 1,000 gems hidden all
throughout the game, one
for every level! make sure
to grab them all! available

exclusively on the
playstation network. this
week's playstation plus

games may not seem like a
huge deal to some, but if
you play the playstation
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network regularly, you'll
know that many gamers are

looking forward to it. this
week you can download

playstation all stars battle
royale for free. also

available is ratchet and
clank all 4 one, a

playstation portable game
in which ratchet and clank

continue to take on
challenges throughout the
universe. the playstation

plus updates are just one of
the deals of the week in the
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playstation store on ps3, ps
vita and the playstation

portable. these include on-
disc discounts, instant

game collection, discounts
on games from the

playstation store and more.
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